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US private banks have recently been offered the option of converting their outstanding loans
with Latin American governments into productive capital. Specifically, US banks may eventually
employ up to $70 billion toward the acquisition of Latin American state-run companies earmarked
for transfer to the private sector. These acquisitions have been made possible by a revolutionary
measure, announced by the US Federal Reserve Board on the evening of August 13, which facilitates
such transactions via debt-capital swap operation holding companies. Several big banks had
considered experimenting with swap fund schemes in recent months, but little headway had been
made. After the Federal Reserve's recent action, which formalizes and legitimizes such funds in the
form of holding companies, more transactions of this type are expected. (See "U.S. Banks Slow to
Adopt Debt Swaps," this issue.) To the present, Chile, Brazil, Argentina and Mexico have expressed
great interest in this type of investment, and have prepared legislation toward authorizing foreign
capital participation in national companies via debt swaps. The Federal Reserve specifies that
nations eligible for employing this mechanism are developing countries that have realized efforts
to restructure their public debt with foreign creditors since 1980. The Fed's new ruling permits US
banks to acquire up to 100% of the shares in a foreign company under the following conditions:
The non-financial company must be in the process of being transferred from the state to the private
sector in the foreign country in question. The country in which the company is located must be
a heavily indebted developing nation. The shares in the company must be acquired by means of
a conversion of debt paper into capital. The shares must be held by a specialized bank holding
company or its subsidiaries, towards maintaining an "effective barrier" between the bank and
its acquisition to avoid conflicts of interest and to avoid extending to the operation US legislation
accorded to protecting US private banks. US private banks must relinquish (sell) their investments
in the foreign companies acquired in such operations within five years of purchase, unless the
Federal Reserve Board acts to extend the term. In no case, will a US private bank be permitted
to maintain control over such stocks for more than 10 years. With authorization from the Federal
Reserve Board, the banks may realize additional investments in the acquired firms beyond the initial
amounts realized through debt conversion. Although the new regulation was effective immediately,
the Fed requested comments from interested parties up to September 30, as part of a "continuous
review of regulations" governing debt swaps. (Basic data from UPI, 08/13/87)
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